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A single, direct, and self-contained demonstration is given of the important
self-indexing characteristic of the gnomonic projection. The demonstration is given
first for two dimensions, then generalized to three dimensions. The self-indexing
characteristic of the projection is limited to the case in which one of the lattice lines
chosen as a crystallographic axis is set normal to the piane of projection. The im-
plied lattice significance of changing the origin, length, and positive sense of units
is given; these correspond with changing the direction, Iength and positive sense of
the a axis of the lattice, c remaining fixed. Transformation of indices from one plane
of projection to another is discussed. This can be resolved into a change of direction
of the lattice a axis plus a change of projection from normal to the c axis to normal
to the new a axis. The latter transformation requires an index to be replaced by
its negative reciprocal. Goldschmidt's transformation :
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is then analysed, and shown to be compounded from the above fundamental trans-
formations.

frlrnooucrrox

The use of the gnomonic projection in the selection of a coordi-
nate system for a crystal and for the indexing of crystal faces, is
well known to those who have had occasion to study crystal sur-
faces by ordinary optical reflection melhods. A rather considerable
background is required however, to satisfy onets self, by the usual
formal means,l '2 that the projection is self-indexing. This is prob-
ably its most important crystallographic characteristic. In the
present paper an alternative demonstration is given of the self-
indexing property, which is simple and direct. A discussion is also
given of the significance of changes in coordinates and of Gold-
schmidt's transformation.

r Boeke, H. E., Die gnomonische Projektion in ihrer Anwendung auf kristallo-
graphische Aufgaben, pp. 22-26, 1913.

2 Palache, Charles. The gnomonic projection, Amer. Mineral., vol. 5, pp.

77-79,1920.
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Snr,l-Ir.toBxrwc Pnopnnry ol rrrE GNouoNrc Pnolncrrou

Two-oruBltsroN,c.r DnrnroNsrRArroN. It will be most simple to

demonstrate the indexing in two dimensions and then show that
it can be generalized to three dimensions. Figure 1 shows a general'

two-dimensional network of lattice points. The plane of projection,
AA, is chosen at right angles to some lattice Iine BC. A lattice ori-
gin is established arbitrarily at B. Through this origin, a normal
is constructed to each possible lattice line (equivalent to lattice
plane, in three dimensions) , BE, BF, BG, etc. The gnomonic pro-

Fro. 1.

jection of the crystal is then the collection of intersections of these
normals with the plane of the projection AA.

Suppose BCEF is chosen as the unit cell of the lattice network.
The lattice l ine BE then corresponds to the basal pinacoid,0(0) 1,
the l ine BF to the unit dome, 1(0)1, the l ine BG to the dome, 1(0)|
:2(O)1, etc. (The index number in parenthesis refers to the third
Iattice axis which does not appear in the present two dimensional
demonstration, but which will give convenient comparison in the
subsequent generalization to three dimensions.) Triangle BEF has
Iegs at right angles to the homologous parts of triangle BH*I*,
hence the triansles are similar. and one mav write:

H*I* BH* E F c
ot ,  H*I* :BH* - - : r* -

E F B E B E a

J*
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where r* is the distance of the origin of the gnomonic projection
from the lattice origin, and c and o the intercepts of the unit dome
on the c and o axes respectively.

For dome BG:2(O)1, triangle BEG is similar to triangle BH*J*,
from which it follows, as above, that:

2c
H>F Jtr : r* _

a

Similar relations hold for other domes. This generalization is con-
veniently summarized thus :

Distance from pole of plane
Plane to pole of 0(0)l

0(0)1 r*0c:1pf
a

1(0)1 r*L: rb, f
a

2(0)1 ,*L:zpr
a

3(0)1 r*9:3pf
a

,(o)1 ,{9: ppd

where 1o* stands for the constant r*cf a, which is fixed by the axial
ratio cfo and the scale of the projection, r*. The reason for the
asterisk after certain letters will appear in the generalization to
three dimensions. po* is established when the basal pinacoid and
unit dome are chosenl it is their distance on the projection. The
index number corresponding to the o axis for any other plane is
then given by the number of pox units in the distance of its pole
from the pole of the basal pinacoid. The resulting index is referred
to I is unity, i.e.,

h  /  k \  t

P Q)  t : - l  -  l -
t \ t  / t

This entire relation is based upon the condition that the plane of
projection is normal to the lattice line to be chosen as the c axis.
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It is void if this condition is not fulf i l led, because the above proof
depends upon the similarity of two triangles caused by having
homologous legs at right angles. Thus, if the plane of projection is
imagined slightly tipped from the position shown in fig. 1, the equal
po* spaces between the neighboring faces of the series 0, 1, 2,
3 , change enormously torvard the right, scarcely at all near
the center of the proiection.

Frc. 2.

TnnBr-oruoNSroNAL GnwBnar,rzarroN. This indexing relation-
ship may now be easily extended to three dimensions. In fig. 2, the
plane of f ig. 1 is indicated. The lattice is extended beyond this
plane in a general manner, after the fashion of a triclinic crystal
The gnomonic projection now consists of the collection of inter-
sections of the normals to lattice planes with the plane of the
gnomonic projection. The normal to the basal pinacoid is no longer
in the plane of fig. 1, but rather at H. Tlne zone containing the
domes, 1O1,201,301 . . 100, corresponding to the zone discussed
for two dimensions, is normal to 100 and 100, i.e., normal to one of
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the sides of the lattice cell, and through the point 11(:001). There
is a corresponding zone through 11 running at right angles to the
other vertical cell side, 010. These two zones may be regarded as
fundamental l ines indicating the directions of coordinate axes in
the projection.

The locus of the projection of all planes containing the line B.E
is the last-mentioned zone line, HH*.In the special case of a plane
in this zone normal to the plane o{ f ig. 1, the normal corresponds to
the spot H*, tlne projection of the basal pinacoid in the two-di-
mensional discussion. Likewise, the locus of the projection of all
planes containing the line BF is a zone line I I* ; in the special case

/ndex wih{f /o

Frc. 3.

of a plane in this zone normal to the plane of f ig. 1, the projection
point is 1*. Similarly, the projection of any dome is in the same zone
as the projection of the corresponding two-dimensional dome.
The zone lines just mentioned are all parallel, because tbey con-
tain the pole of 010 in common, i.e., they are all normal to the 010
plane of the lattice. They are also equally spaced, because they di-
vide the line H*I*J* . . . into equal po* intercepts. It follows that
they also divide the l ine HIJ . . . into equal 1o intercepts, and that

Po* and P0arereIa"ted to one another by a proportionality constant.
It is not necessary to derive this constant here, the point of the
demonstration being that the gnomonic projection is self-indexing
in three dimensions just as in two dimensions, once a basal pina-
coid and unit dome are selected. The indexing in the remaining
dimension follows from a discussion similar to the above.
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TnaNslonlrATroNS

Possrsle Fuuo.q.nnNrAr, CHANGES. It follows from the preced-

ing discussion that, for a given unit cell, only one indexing of the
projection is possible. From a projection point of view, the indexing
of a fundamental line (zone) is also fixed if a choice is made of
origin, length of unit, and positive direction of unit. It follows that
a given choice of these three elements implies a distinct unit cell.
l'he changes in the implied cell for changes in choice of these ele-

/ ndex

.-....-.-a,.-___-H

Frc. 4.

ments is most simply follot'ed in a single projection line, corre-

sponding to a two dimensional lattice:
CuaNcB ol OnrcrN. Fig. 3 indicates that a shift of origin to .| 1

(i.e., index P-P'- 1) is equivatent to changing the direction of the

o axis of the unit cell so that it is parallel to the direction of the

original unit dome. In general, a change of projection origin so that

P-F' - n implies a shif t of o axis direction such that the end of the

o translation takes a new position, -nlattice points along the c

direction (i.e., n lattice points along the -c direction), the lattice

origin remaining undisturbed.
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CnaNcs ol Unrr. Fig. 4 indicates that halving the projection
unit, which is equivalent to doubling the index of any pole, im-
plies a doubling of the o axis length of the unit cell, the direction
of the axis remaining constant. In general, multiplying the desig-
nation of a pole by -l* implies multiplying the length of the lat-
tice o axis by +*. Alternativelv, it implies dividing the length of
the c axis by +*. fn dealing with projections alone, where the
absolute a and c lengths of the lattice cannot be dealt with, it is

t-X.X"
16"

Frc 5.
better stated that multiplying the designation of a pole by lm
implies multiplying the axial ratio af c by *m.If c is arbitrarily
regarded as fixed, this statement reduces to the first.

CHaNcB oF PosrrrvE DrnncuoN. Fig. 4 indicates that multiply-
ing the designation of a pole by - 1 is equivalent to choosing a new
o axis in the original - o direction.

It has already been shown that the self indexing property of the
gnomonic projection depends on having one axis (here designated
the c axis) normal to the plane of projection. The c axis direction
thus fixed, only the length of the d axes, the direction (including

I
l*

o
<-
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sense) of the o axis, and the length of the o axis remain as possible
variables. AII of these are included in the above transformations.

CueNco ol PraNB ol PnolncuoN. One other transformation
is of importance, namely the change in indexing when the plane
of projection is shifted from normal to one lattice line to normal
any other desired lattice l ine. The first latt ice l ine is the c axis ac-
cording to the designations followed above. The second lattice line
is the a axis, or it may be made to become the o axis by the simple
expedient of changing the original direction of the o axis to the de-
sired lattice line. This is accomplished by first changing the pro-
jection origin through addition of a constant to all indices, as in-
dicated above.

Fundamentally, we require to know how the index, p, oI a pole
transforms when the plane of projection is changed from normal
to the c axis to normal to the o axis, the same unit cell being re-
tained. This can be derived from fig. 5. The index of the pole on the
new projection normal to the a axis is designated -r. The origins
and desired pole are indicated on both projections. In the figure,
HZ and BW are parallel, and BH andWY are parallel, because
these pairs are normal to pinacoid planes respectivelv. Also, BI
and BZ are identical. Hence triangles YWB and BHZ arc similar.
This gives the proportion,

- r ' . t o  B H

B W  P . P o
from which

and

i
n . x o :  _ _ _ ( B W . B H )

P '  P o

1 (rJ',r/ .BH)

f r o ' ? o

The term in parenthesis is an area dependent upon choice of dis-
tances between lattice origin and projection origins, and hence is
constant for the transformation. fn absolute tnits, ppo transforms
directly into its negative reciprocalprovided (BW.BH) ischosen
equal to unity. For the purpose of indexing, this particular choice
of scales is of no importance, for each projection may have its own

(1 )

(2)

(3)
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scale of ffs and 20 units, such that x6: (BW ' BH) /p0. This makes

the last term of the left hand member of (3) equal unity, and I
transforms directly into its negative reciprocal. In practice, this

is easily arranged by noting that the pole unity transforms into

negative unity.
Gor-oscnurtr's TRANSIoRMATToN. In applying the law of com-

plications, Goldschmidt3 found it occasionally desirable to trans-

form the series of indices, fu' '  '  ? ' '  22' occurring in a zone se-

quence, to the form 0 ' ' co . This is done by multiplying each of

the terms, p, of the series by the constant p-prl ?z- p. Gold-

schmidt only partly justif ied this transformation, and in any case'

the physical significance of each operation of the transformation

is lacking. From the transformations just established, Gold-

schmidt's transformation may be analysed as f ollows:

(1)  To each term, l r '  '  '  P '  '  '  ?2,  is  added the constant ,  -Pz,

giving the series, Pr-Pz P-Pr ' '  '  0. Goldschmidt remarks

that this is equivalent to shif ting the origin of the series. The more

fundamental significance is evidently that it is equivalent to

choosing a new unit cell of the same volume as the original, but

with a different particular position of the ceII base. The addition

of fhe particular constant, - pz, to each term' makes the dome

corresponding to the original pz become the basal pinacoid, wiLh a

pole at 0. This transformation is preliminary to changing the plane

of projection.

(2) Each of the above terms is inverted giving the series | / Pr- Pz
" . I /P-?r  '  co.  Goldschmidt  just i f ied th is  on the ground

that a series, 0 co , has the same significance as the series

@ 0. This is not a very satisfying reason. Fundamentally, in-

version is equivalent to a permutation of negative o and positive

c axial directions in the lattice, which is the same as a shift of the

plane of projection from a position normal to the c axis to one nor-

mal to the o axis, plus an interchange of positive and negative o

axis directions, as shown in a preceding paragraph.

(3) The series is then multiplied by a constant, Pt- !2, giving

the ser ies l " 'PrPz/P- fz"  '  co.  Goldschmidt  just i f ied th is  by

saying that multiplication by a constant means altering the choice

3 Goldschmidt, V., Ueber Entwickelung der Krystallformen: Zeit' Ioist', vol'

28, !897 , pp. 1-35 and 414-451, especially pp' 22-23.
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of force units to change the length of the zone. This explanation
is, unfortunately, bound up with Goldschmidt's interpretation of
the significance of the law of complications. As already demon-
strated, the lattice significance of multiplying the designations of
the nodes by a constant, lm, is that a new unit cell is chosen hav-
ing the length of the o axis *m times that of the old a axis. In par-
ticular, multiplication by fu- y'z is equivalent to lengthening the
new o axis to stretch the zone from unity to infinity. The last term
is already co; this operation specifically changes the first term to
unity.

(4) Finally, a constant 1 is subtracted from each term in order
to make the first term zero. The lattice significance of this is the
same as in (1), above, namely, a shift of the a axis direction.

Goldschmidt's transformation may be summarized as follows:
Any segment oL a zone may be stretched to cover the gnomonic
projection range 0 to co by an appropriate choice of the plane of
projection and an appropriate chcice of axes for the unit cell of the
lattice. Specificallv, a new plane of projection is sought parallel to
the normal to one of the two terminal faces of the zone segmentl
this makes the index of this pole become infinity on the new pro-
jection. The other terminal face is made to have the desired index,
0, by multiplying the entire series by a constant, followed by add-
ing a constant; this is equivalent to choosing the new o axis (old
c axis) with a new length and a new direction.


